
             Guest paging system 

The Guest Paging System consists of a Numeric Keypad Transmitter and 
many Guest Pagers. It is widely used in fast food restaurants, coffee houses, 
pizza shops,other places where there are many guests waiting for their 
services. The system improves efficiency and service level, reduces labor 
costs and enhances image. 

 
1 Numeric Keypad Transmitter CTK200 Features  
 
  CTK200 is a very popular transmitter, its transmit power is bigger and has an 
antenna can transmit the signal further.Moreover,it has a screen,you can see 
the number you pressed. 
 
1)Feature 
★Key life: million and above; 
★Operating temperature:0-55℃; 
★Power supply: DC 12V,1A, be equipped with adapter; 
★Transmitter Distance:800~1000 meters (open area);    
★Material: ABS plastic;   
★Screen : 74X 37mm,4 digits; 
★Frequency: 315mhz or 433.92mhz; 
★Dimensions: 160X 115 X 80 mm; 
 
  
 
2)Setting the mode of CTK200  
 
 The usage method of Transmitter CTK100 and CTK200 almost the same. 
But the mode of CTK200 need be set. 
 When using transmitter CTK200 to work with Pager CTP200,the transmitter 
should be Model 2 and long code. 
   
  Pressing and holding the key “2” until you switch CTK200 on the power. 
If its screen shows: 2  L (it means mode 2,long code),the transmitter can be 
used. But If the screen shows: “2  5”, (it means mode 2, short code). Unplug 
the power, press and hold the key “+” until switching it on the power again, the 
screen will show 2  L.   
 
  The transmitter just need be set at the first time. 
 
 
3.Guest Pager(Coaster pager) CTP200  



   
  Coaster pager is one of our most popular products.It is portable,user-friendly,  
has novel design and widely used in many areas. 
  One keypad transmitter can maximally work with 99pcs pager CTP200.But 
one pager CTP200 just can work with only one keypad transmitter. 
 
1)Features  
★Tube size: 0.28 inch RED LED display, 4 digits; 
★Shell material: High quality polycarbonate; 
★Prompt mode: Flash, Bell, Vibration or any combination of them; 
★Prompt period: 15 seconds to 90 seconds, flexible changing; 
★Frequency: 315mhz or 433.92mhz; 
★Dimension: 103×103×15.6 (mm); 
★Power: Built-in 3.7V lithium battery; 
★charging period: 8 hours; 
★Standby Time: 7days; 
 
 
2)Operation manual of Guest Pager CTP200 
  The function key “Time” “Mode” “Learn” “Stop” on the back of CTP200 could 
be activated by a pinpoint. 
 
※Setting of Number Registration 
  Touch the “learn” key, and the screen will show “- - - -“, now press a number 
(01~99),and press "ENT" on the keypad transmitter, when this number is 
shown on the pager's screen, the registration is successfully done.The number 
could be changed in the same way. 
 
※Setting of Prompt Duration 
  The “UP” and “Down” Button under “Time” could be adjusted by a pinpoint. 
When you push either of the button up or down, the duration could be adjusted 
from 15s to 90s. when the pager's screen shows the duration you like, you can 
stop. 
 
※Setting of Prompt Mode 
  The prompt or reminding mode could be Flashing, Bell or Shock(Vibration) 
or any kind of combination of two or three of them. Touch the “MODE” button 
by a pinpoint, the pager's screen will show the present prompt mode. 
    F---Flashing ;  B---Bell ;  S---Shock ;  C---Clock  
 Touch the “Learn” button to adjust the present prompt mode until you see the 
mode you wanted, and press “Stop” button to confirm it.  
 
  If you selected Clock function, after you press “Stop”,you can set the 
time,press “Learn” to adjust the number, when the number is right,press “Stop” 



to switch to next number.The rest can be done in the same way. Then the  
screen will show calling number and present time alternately. 
 
3)Operation Note 
 
  Each rechargeable base could maximally support 10pcs of pagers.①  
 
  ②When the pager shows “Lobt”, it needs be charged. When the pager is put 
on the charge,please don’t call it. 
 
  ③Ways to stop the prompt manually. 
   a)Put it on the rechargeable base: 
   b)Touch the “stop” button on the back of the pager: 
   c)Press “Cancel”key. 
 
  ④coaster pager’s anti-theft function. 
  If your pagers have anti-theft function,when the function is on,there is a red 
point in the lower right of the pager's screen. 
  When the pagers are out of the range,screen will show “OUtr”. the pagers 
will prompt.Or when the transmitter is cut off the electricity, meanwhile the 
pagers are not on the charger. The pagers will prompt within 3 minutes. 
 
※Two ways to stop the prompt: 
  a)Put all the pagers on the charger(the charger need be switched on).The 
pagers will stop belling, vibrating or flashing. 
  b)Press the key "-" and " * " in turn to turn off the anti-theft function. 
The red point will disappear. 
 
※ When you want the anti-theft function again,you can press the key "+”  

and " * " in turn.The red point will appear,it means the function is on.   
  
 ⑤Battery charging 
  Please keep the pagers on the charger when not in use. 
  The pagers’s temperature is a little high when you charge it,especially the 
two protrusions on the front side of it.It is normal,after the battery is full,The 
pager temperature will drop down. 
 
 ⑥When the pagers are very far from the transmitter,signal repeater can be 
used. 
 
 ⑦Close the pager 
 If you need to transport the pager,you can press”Mode”and”stop”at the same 
time.the pager will be closed.You can press ”Mode”and”stop”at the same time 
again to open it,or put the pager on the charger base. 
 



4.The warranty 
 
  We provide 1 month replacement and 12 months maintenance warranties. 
Products can be replaced during the first month or maintained for the first year. 
 
   This warranty covers defects in manufacturing that arise from the correct 
use of the device. It is limited to defects in materials or workmanship and does 
not cover damage caused by abuse, misuse , unauthorized modification, 
lightning or power surge damage, extreme heat or cold and corrosive 
environments.  
  The warranty also does not cover the normal wear and tear on covers, cases, 
housing, connectors and accessories. The warranty does not apply to any 
product with a missing, altered, or defaced serial number. 
    
 
 


